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Preface

This assessment of the St. John’s Episcopal Church tower is funded in
part by a Steeple’s Fund grant administered through the Maine
Community Fund in association with Maine Preservation. The focus
of this report is on the impressive 80’ high stone masonry tower of
the circa 1915 church.
It should be noted that although water intrusion and distress of the
tower is highlighted, it was also observed to be also occurring at the
north and south walls of the church, and south side basement
entrance to the Undercroft.
For the purpose of this report, water intrusion is identified as any
water penetrations of the building’s exterior envelope; granite facing,
cast stone, roof membranes or metal flashings. When water is
introduced into the envelope’s masonry sections, there is a potential
that freezing/thaw action can occur, resulting in fracturing and
movement of masonry elements.
It should be understood that this assessment reviews building
systems generally and represents a “level of magnitude” to building
conditions and recommended improvement costs. It should be
further understood that this assessment does not report on the
presence of ACM’s or hazardous materials, which may be present in
the structure, especially in lead‐based paints.
2.

St. John’s Episcopal Church 1835

History

The original St. John’s Episcopal Church, that occupied this site, was designed by the renowned architect
Richard Upjohn, and constructed in 1835‐36. This Gothic Revival church was one of the first of this style in
Maine, and featured a square central tower base upon which it’s spire rose to a 125’ height.
The current church was designed by Richard Upjohn’s grandson, Hobart B. Upjohn, also in the Gothic Revival
style. The building was constructed between 1912‐18, and the elaborate tracery and plaster work made the
project so expensive that the spire and projecting choir room were omitted. Also of note, a bell was never
installed in the belfry.
Architectural elements of this Gothic Revival church are noted on the next page.
It has been reported that the church building is of frame construction, but our investigation found a granite‐
faced rubble stone with interior plaster finish, similar to the tower construction. Also, it has been reported
that the church features limestone caps, mouldings and trim. These are in fact cast stone, which may have
been substituted for stone to help save money on a project that had overrun its budget.
February 10, 2018 marked the 100th anniversary of the formal opening of this beautiful historic church.
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Building Description and Observations
Structural System



The St. John’s Episcopal Church building is a two‐story, gable‐
roofed, stone‐clad building constructed in 1916‐1918, in the
Gothic style. It is located on the east side of French Street, south
of the intersection with Somerset Street, on a sloping site. The
plan of the main sanctuary building is rectangular, approximately
56 feet wide by 80 feet long, fronted by a centered, 22 foot‐
square entry Narthex and belfry tower situated at the west
facade. The main roof gable ridge runs the full length of the
Sanctuary building, from east to west. The Sanctuary building is
divided longitudinally into three spaces by columns and vaulted
ceilings into a central Nave and two flanking side aisles. The
principle entrance is centered on the west face of the Tower
Narthex, sheltered in a protruding porch, and faces west toward
French Street. The porch features a gothic archway and ceiling
vault, with wing buttresses, guarding an arch‐transommed
double door.



The building front is dominated by the three‐tiered steeple,
which is without a spire. Each of the four corners of the Tower
square is accented with decorative buttresses. The Base tier
extends to the level of the main roof eaves, and rectangular in
plan. Its interior forms the level of the Choir Loft The Second tier
is a transitional level to the Belfry, and is generally rectangular.
The upper tier is the Belfry level is also rectangular. The Belfry is
distinguished by having two gothic‐arched windows on each
face, open to the weather. A bell has never been installed within
the Belfry space. Above the belfry roof, a crenellated parapet
with corner spires sets the finished profile on each of the four
tower faces. is an octagonal spire.



The grading of the site is such that the front entry and main
Sanctuary level is at street‐level grade, but Entry and Sanctuary
level constitutes an upper floor. Site retaining walls at both the
north and south sides allow the lower level Undercroft to be
partially buried, but still have egress to the local ground level.
Above the main level, the Choir Loft level, which is entirely within
the Tower footprint, and elevated above the Sanctuary floor
level nearly 18 feet.



The current structure was apparently built, in part, on the
foundations of a previous church structure, in the aftermath of
a fire which occurred in 1911. The original church was also
Gothic in style, but it may have been of wood construction. In
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the 1940s, the construction of an adjacent Chapel building was
undertaken, linked by a passageway to the Church, and, in 1995,
renovations and an entry and elevator core addition were added
to the passageway to the Chapel, to provide for accessibility.


The current elevation of the Main Level finish floor is about 12
feet above the Undercroft Floor level, and this has necessitated
the construction of exterior handicapped access ramp, attached
to the west side of the Chapel entry porch.



The structure of the main building and steeple tower is of
rubble‐stone masonry with a granite stone exterior veneer for
the walls. Elevated floors and the roofs are of sawn‐lumber
framed construction, typically. Interior walls are constructed
with wood furring‐studs over the interior faces of the perimeter
stone masonry walls, with lath‐and‐plaster finishes setting the
groined vault detailed interior. The interior columns of the
Undercroft are steel pipe, and likely continue as steel through
the Sanctuary level, although those, upper columns, are encased
in plaster or cast‐stone cluster‐column finished forms, and so,
not visible at the time of the investigations. The Undercroft Floor
is a concrete slab‐on‐grade, typically. The Main Level floor
framing for the Sanctuary was not visible at the time of the
investigations. Joists for the Sanctuary floor are likely spanning
east‐west between lines of beams, which are coincident with the
interior column lines. There are probably three lines of
transverse beams, which run north‐south, resulting in four joist
bays. The beams are supported by two rows of steel columns at
the interior of the room, and on the exterior stone foundation
walls at the perimeter of the level.
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At the front, west end of the building there is a balcony running
the full width and depth of the front Tower footprint, which
was originally the Choir Loft. The floor of the Choir Loft is
constructed in two tiers, stepping down from the west to the
east, where it overlooks the Sanctuary hall. The Choir Loft level
is about 18 feet above the Main Floor level. At the southwest
re‐entrant corner of the Tower‐Sanctuary intersection, there is
a stair tower which encloses a steel spiral stairway running
from the Undercroft level up to and past the Sanctuary floor,
to terminate at and serve this choir balcony. The stair tower is
constructed of rubble‐stone and, in the upper section, brick
masonry structural walls, with an exterior granite stone veneer
to match the balance of the church. A minor, wood‐framed
roof structure caps the stair tower, seating on the masonry at
about 8 feet above the Loft floor.



From the Choir loft balcony, there is no permanent stair or
ladder up to provide access into the steeple base and Attic. An
oculus through the Loft ceiling vault center is provided with a
hatch, as a passage into the upper regions of the Tower. A
temporary ladder was provided by the Owner, to allow access
into these spaces from the Choir loft.



The main roof is a duo‐pitch gable with a steeply‐pitched gable
centered over the Nave and shallow pitched roofs progressing
from the interior column lines to the eave‐edges over the two
side‐aisle. The sloping planes of the gable roof panels are
constructed of sawn‐lumber rafters. A timber beam line runs
from east to west over each of the two rows of the interior
columns of the Sanctuary, supporting the upper gable rafters
and the inner end of the lower rafters. The eave‐ends of the
lower rafters are borne at the perimeter walls. The form of the
Sanctuary ceilings is created by rib beams and ceiling joists
which span as necessary to form the compound curves of the
groin‐vaulted ceilings of the Sanctuary. At the time of the site
visits, the ceiling construction was obscured by the presence of
both a layer of approximately 12‐inches of loose fiberglass
insulation and a supporting sheet of house‐wrap fabric applied
to new support framing in the attic interstitial spaces. The
original church finished ceiling was plaster over expanded
metal lath, which is still intact. The ceiling and roof structure
was not identified fully, at the time of this review.



STEEPLE ASSESSMENT

For the original Sanctuary walls, construction of the exterior
wall framing is of 2’‐6” to 3’‐0” thick rubble‐stone masonry
with an exterior veneer of granite stone. The interior of the
walls is faced by a plaster‐on‐metal lath finish furred‐out from
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the rough rubble masonry by rough‐sawn lumber studs. The
gable ends are of similar, construction. The west gable end wall
studding may be heavier in dimension than that of the other
walls, due to its having to support the loads of the Tower
structure above.


The duo‐pitch gable‐type roof is raftered at a pitch of
approximately 8:12 for the lower, side aisle roofs. The upper
gable of the center nave roof is pitched very steeply, at about
an 18:12 slope from the center ridgeline. The resulting attic
area is substantially devoted to the forms of the Sanctuary
groined vaults of the ceiling. There are added collar ties
between opposing, upper rafter pairs, placed when blown‐in
fiberglass insulation was installed over the ceiling structure.
These provide for a catrwalk floor that allows access into the
Attic space. In the Tower, the roof joists, choir loft floor and
ceiling framing are supported by stone masonry of the Tower.



In 2001, a trussed, structural steel armature was installed in
the Tower, as a reinforcement. The steel frame is square in
plan, and set rotated at 45 degrees with respect to the Tower
faces, such that the four corner columns of the steel frame
attach to the stone masonry of the midline of each face of the
Tower. The steel armature extends from a level just above that
of the Choir Loft ceiling through the belfry floor to the
underside of the Tower roof. The four corner columns do not
extend down to the building foundations, nor do they bear
directly on any type of vertical support, but rather, are hung
from the side‐walls of the Tower by anchor bolts into the
vertical wall faces of the tower stone masonry. Horizontal
panel point frames in the steel structure have been utilized to
provide new, intermediate‐level platforms in the tower and
belfry.



The original roof, walls and floors are all sheathed with
random‐width pine or fir planking.



There is currently a chimney constructed of stone masonry,
now lined with steel flue, that is situated at the northeast
corner of the Tower, inset from the corner pinnacle. It received
a cementitious parge‐coating, where it passes through the
Attic wall into the Tower, and up to the underside of the Tower
roof. The parging is weathered and cracked, due to water
infiltration and thermal expansion/contraction. The chimney
now serves gas‐fired furnace.
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The review of this structure by Ames Associates, LLC (Ames),
for purposes of this assessment, is limited to the structure of
the main Bell Tower and certain, immediately adjacent,
building elements. Determinations and conclusions reached
are based on a walk‐through inspection of the existing building
and very limited, controlled, destructive demolition of existing
finishes for the purpose of determining existing construction
details. No numerical analysis was performed for this
assessment.



Any references to building code requirements are based on
standards and recommendations for compliance with the
Maine Uniform Building and Energy Code which includes the
International Existing Building Code (IEBC 2015), with specific
reference to Chapter 11: Historic Buildings. Typical structural
and occupancy loads recommended by the current code for
the building's intended use is as follows: First Floor live load of
one‐hundred pounds per square foot (100 PSF) based on
Assembly Occupancy, and 60 PSF for the fixed‐seating area of
the Sanctuary; Roof Snow live load, based on a Basic Ground
Snow Load of 90 PSF for Bangor, Maine, results in a balanced
snow load of 63 PSF. Loads from snow drift may be significantly
larger.



For existing buildings, the IEBC permits the repair of existing
elements by “in kind” replacement if the structure is not
modified and/or there is no change in occupancy or use, and
the live loads applied to existing structures do not increase by
more than 5 percent, except when necessary to correct any
identified unsafe conditions.

STEEPLE ASSESSMENT
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A.

Foundations



The foundation for the Tower and the Sanctuary building was
constructed of rubble‐stone masonry, along the perimeter
walls, bearing on large granite slab footing stones. The
foundations for the tower exposed along the interior in the
basement, from the level of the concrete slab of the basement
floor to the underside of the Narthex floor framing and subfloor
sheathing. From the exterior, the foundations for both walls
and extending buttresses could not be viewed, due to the raised
grade of the sidewalks and street, and also the stone and cast‐
stone of the exterior finish masonry. It is possible that the tower
foundations were part of the original church building which was
destroyed by fire. The exposed walls in the narthex basement
may have been parged at one time, but whatever parging was
done appears to have been lost.



Exposed areas of the perimeter rubble‐stone wall appear to be
in “Fair” condition, generally. There are no obvious indications
of differential settlement or displacements of the foundation
walls or footings. There are signs of long‐term water infiltration
through the masonry joints, including the accumulation of lime
efflorescence along joints between stones of the masonry, and
staining of the wood floor joists and sheathing of the Narthex
floor, above. A steel‐lined utility entrance opening, angling up
through the rubble‐stone wall, appears to be allowing water to
leak into the basement space.



Re‐pointing of mortar joints in the stone foundation walls of the North, South and
West sides, is recommended, to restore the integrity of the masonry.



Application of a cementitious parging to the interior basement walls is
recommended to provide a cleaner, more water‐resistant finish to the basement
space.

B.

Ground Floor System



The ground floor of the Narthex and Undercroft of Sanctuary building is a concrete slab‐on‐grade,
typically. The floor of the Undercroft was covered entirely by finish flooring or carpet, so the actual slab
could not be observed at the time of the site visit. No significant heaves or depressions, and nothing
indicative of an excessive moisture problem, were noted. In the Narthex basement, where the slab was
exposed, no significant cracks were observed.



The physical condition of the Ground Floor appears to be
“Good”.


No modifications for the Ground Floor are anticipated,
at the time of this report.
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C.

Main Floor System



The floor framing of the Tower Narthex is
comprised of sawn‐lumber joists spanning east‐
west from the Sanctuary building wall to the
west wall of the Narthex. What appear to be
steel billets were added to underside of the
existing wood joists as a form of reinforcement
to stiffen the floor. Over the joists is a wood‐
plank subfloor and an additional layer of finish‐
floor planking. The subfloor planking shows signs
of water infiltration over the years, but, from the
visual evidence, the floor planking is in “fair”
condition. The finish floor planking could not be
directly observed, as it is obscured by the sub‐
floor from below, and by finish carpeting in the
Narthex.



The floor of the main entry portico was of undetermined construction; it most likely is a concrete
slab spanning to perimeter foundations at the entry arch. The substructure of this floor was not
visible due to the presence of heavy granite slab paving. Mortar joints of the visible portions of the
paving blocks were in good condition, suggesting that there has been little or no differential
movement of the underlying structure or foundations.



A review of the floor framing for the Sanctuary is not part of the scope of this investigation. The
existing floor framing was not observed due to the presence of finishes, but it is likely that the
structure consists of wood joists spanning from the masonry perimeter walls to lines of timber
beams supported by columns of the interior of the Undercroft. If the joists follow the example of
those of the Narthex, then the Sanctuary joists run in the east‐west direction, to beams spanning
north‐south between the columns. No obvious indication of structural distress was noted during
site visits. There were some indications of water penetration through the building envelope, such
as water staining, damaged plaster and warped acoustic tiles in the ceiling finishes of the
Undercroft.
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Choir Loft Floor System



The Choir Loft is situated entirely within the Tower at the
west end of the Sanctuary. The framing of the Loft floor was
not exposed to view, due to the presence of finishes. It is
constructed on level floor joists, and, based on the
direction of the loft floor planking, the floor joists span
north‐south between the stone masonry walls at each side
of the Narthex. The floor framing is built‐over to form a
two‐tiered base for seating. At the southeast corner of the
loft is the doorway to the adjoining, brick masonry stair
tower, enclosing the steel spiral stair. This stair provides
access from the Undercroft basement level, to the Narthex
main floor, up to the Choir Loft floor. There were some
cracks and bulging of failing plaster noted in the walls and
arch molding of the Loft space. The damage noted was
principally due to the continuing intrusion of water through
the building envelope of the stone masonry. This intrusion
of water within the wall cavities has resulted in the
deterioration and loss of plaster from the inside of the walls
and spalling of the finish‐side. The deterioration is locally
significant, particularly on the south side of the loft, but
damage areas were evident on the ceiling vault finishes,
and it is likely that the north and west faces suffer from
similar damage.



The in other materials, the condition of the balcony
finishes is “Fair”, suggesting that the structural floor
framing is in “Good” condition. Because the finishes
conceal the condition of the wood framing from view,
investigation of the of the joists, especially the condition
of supports at the masonry walls, is recommended at
such time as repairs to the plaster walls is undertaken.


No modifications to the Balcony framing are
anticipated at this time., pending future evidence
and/or determination that significant damage to
the existing framing is occurring.



Repairs to plaster finishes should be undertaken
after the mitigation of water intrusion through the
masonry wall and other elements of the building
envelope.
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Tower Framing System



The original structure of the Bell Tower is entirely of stone
masonry with an exterior finish veneer of granite and cast‐
stone detailing. Floor levels within the Tower were originally
wood framed. Most of these have been removed, as
indicated by embedded cut‐off lumber beam ends visible in
the upper levels of the Tower. From the level of the Choir Loft
ceiling and below, the plastered interior finish walls are
constructed of sawn‐lumber, furring‐stud framing interior to
the masonry, carrying expanded metal lath, which supports
the plaster walls and groin vault details. The stone exterior
finish veneer of the four sides of the Tower are each
constructed in a single plane from ground level to top of the
belfry roof battlements. At the four corners of the Tower,
stepped masonry buttresses create the impression of a four‐
tiered tower, including the roof battlement and pinnacles.
Openings through the walls are formed using masonry
arches, typically, in the Gothic pattern. In the upper extents
of the Tower, through the belfry level to the roof, a
cementitious parge coating was applied. It appears that this
parge coat was spray‐applied concrete (“shotcrete”‐ type)
over a wire mesh reinforcement, based on the finished
texture, which makes it likely that the coating was applied
sometime the 1960s.



In 2001, a structural steel frame bracing armature was
installed in the upper tower, from above the level of the choir
loft ceiling vault framing to the underside of the original
tower belfry roof, a vertical run of about 37 feet. At two
intermediate points along the height of this armature,
horizontal panel‐point bracing lines were established. These
two bracing levels were utilized to create new intermediate
floor platforms, one located about 5 feet above the belfry
floor, and the other at about 14 feet above that, about at the
level of the top of the belfry window arches. The top of the
steel frame also has a horizontal panel‐point bracing frame,
7 feet above the second platform, to define the end of the
steel. The added steel frame stops about 1½ feet below the
top of the original tower roof deck. At the time of the steel
installation, it was decided to replace the original roof by
building a new roof platform above the original by about 1½
feet, using sawn‐lumber roof joists and a plywood deck. Over
that was placed a bituminous membrane roofing system,
which was rolled‐up the sides to terminate at the top of the
Tower roof parapet crenellations.

STEEPLE ASSESSMENT
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The steel frame was installed by anchoring the vertical column
elements of the armature to the interior face of the stone tower
walls using threaded steel rod, drilled and epoxy‐anchored
through the existing cementitious parge‐coat and an added
leveling filler‐bed of shrinkage‐compensating grout. The full
weight of the steel armature is, therefore suspended from the
Tower sidewalls. The square of the frame is oriented at a 45‐
degree rotation to the square face of the tower walls, so that
the armature columns run between the two belfry windows of
each facade. Steel angle X‐bracing in three vertical panels of
each facet of the armature frame stabilize the steel structure
columns and horizontal panel frames.



The condition of the steel armature framing is “Good”, but the
initial failure to galvanize or protectively paint the steel itself
has allowed rust to form due to the exposure of the frame to
the elements. This is not a significant condition at this time, but
it may become a problem over the long term.


STEEPLE ASSESSMENT

It is recommended that the existing structural steel armature
framing be properly cleaned, prepared, and painted using a
zinc-based primer/paint or cold-galvanizing system.



From both the interior and the exterior, visual observation
reveals significant problems with the Tower finishes. The
cementitious parging on the interior walls and shows major
cracking, mostly vertically. A majority of these cracks occurs
along the openings where cast stone and the back‐up rubble‐
stone masonry adjoin, and also propagate in the narrower
section‐areas such as from the peak of the gothic arches. At the
exterior, there are also to be found numerous cracks in the
granite stone veneer, mostly vertical, and, indications of
displacements of cast stone detail elements of the façade.
Severe weathering damage to cast‐stone elements was also
noted during visual examinations of the exterior.



The pattern of the cracking, along with iron staining and
deposits of lime‐efflorescence from mortar joints suggests that
there are three fundamental modes contributing to failure for
both the parge coat and the exterior finish masonry:
1. expansion and contraction due to extremes of temperature
2. differential movements of the differing construction
materials, i.e., rubble stone masonry versus concrete cast‐
stone, which have very different characteristics for thermal
expansion and moisture absorption from each other, and
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3. intrusion of water and ice through cracks in mortar joints,
cracks in the parging, and failures or a lacking in principal
waterproofing systems (roofing, flashings, etc.).

These three elements work in a cyclical manner to progressively
displace the finish materials with respect to the structural
rubble‐stone masonry back‐up wall, and with respect to each
other. This results in the widening of joints between masonry
units, spalling and cracking of both concrete and granite stone
pieces, and a loss of connection between the veneer elements
and the structural masonry which supports it.


Explorations into the construction of the tower walls have
determined that the masonry of the stone finish veneer was not
positively connected to the rubble‐stone structural back‐up wall
masonry except by friction and adhesion of the mortar used in
building the veneer. No evidence was found suggesting the use
of metal, or other, masonry ties between the decorative and
structurally supportive wythes of the walls. Over time, the
intrusion of moisture into the walls has deteriorated the
connection between wythes and resulted in the cracking and
displacements noted in the field.



Over the decades, well‐intended attempts to repair or mitigate
the water infiltration into the finishes of the Tower have been
inadequate or inappropriate for the job, and so have
exacerbated the problems with the building facade. The
repeated repointing of opened mortar joints has resulted in
establishing and normalizing excessive displacements of veneer
and cast stone molding units.



The Belfry floor is a wood‐framed platform located about 12½
feet above the level of the Choir Loft ceiling support floor
framing, and roughly consistent with the belt course visible
above the diamond windows at the exterior façade of the
Tower. The first intermediate platform formed by the new steel
armature framing is located about 5 feet above this floor level.
The Belfry floor is finished on the top side as a roof, using a
membrane‐type roofing system which is rolled up the side walls
of the Tower as a flashing, to termination bars affixed to the
face of the shotcrete parging. This arrangement works to keep
water and snow falling into the Belfry from running into the
building directly, but the details of the termination do nothing
to prevent moisture intrusion from water which has entered
through the masonry, and this moisture can move in the space
developed between the shotcrete and the rubble‐stone walls.
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This has allowed water to move into the finish walls behind the
plastered finishes of the levels below.


Because the steel armature framing passes through the belfry
floor system, over‐sized pitch‐pockets were formed around the
steel assembly to help seal the roof membrane against water
passage due to the perforating steel. Rust‐streaking of the
lower steel and water staining of the underside of the floor deck
planking below suggests that the pitch pockets have not been
completely effective in stopping water infiltration.



Above the level of the arched belfry windows, and beyond the
end of the steel armature frame, is the wood‐framed
construction of the original tower roof. This once was the
exterior envelope of the tower structure, and so, it has a rubber‐
membrane roofing applied to it. When the steel armature
framing was installed, in 2001, the original roof was significantly
damaged, to provide access into the tower space, to permit
installation of the steel structure. Water damage and general
deterioration of the original roof deck and structure, over an
extended period, is evident in the remaining roof joists and
decking. Because of this, it was determined, as part of the 2001
steel installation, that replacement of the original tower roof
with a new roof structure was appropriate. New wood joists,
decking and a bituminous roofing membrane were added over
the original, after the steel installation, creating an additional
interstitial space about 18‐inches deep. Rust and water stains
from above indicate that the current roof membrane may be
leaking through failed joints or lost adhesion of the flashing laps
to the roof parapet walls. Photographic evidence also suggests
that, rather than making the new roof structurally independent
of the original, the new framing was supported, in part, on the
old, deteriorated roof framing. This leaves the new roof
structurally under‐supported.


It is recommended that the existing roof of the Tower be
removed and replaced with a new structural roof framing,
and that the roof weatherproofing system be replaced,
including flashings, to help provide a secure and weather‐
tight building envelope.
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Buttresses



A principal architectural feature of the Gothic style used in
this church includes tiered corner and bay buttresses. Each
corner of the Tower has a buttress extending in two
directions from the wall faces. At the Tower, the corner
buttresses are constructed in three stepped tiers,
terminating just below the level of the Belfry roof line. From
the Roof level, the corners of the Tower reach upward as
four pinnacles, capped by cast‐stone finials. At each tier
transition, the buttresses set‐backs are topped by cast‐stone
buttress caps, or Gablets.



Based on investigations at the site, the construction of the
buttresses generally mimics that of the Tower, in that the
visible face of the buttresses are a granite and cast‐stone
veneer applied to an internal rubble‐stone masonry back‐up
core. There appears not to be any distinct form of tie, such
as metal veneer ties, to directly bind the veneer faces to the
rubble‐stone structural core. A solid‐filled mortar bedding
was used as the interface between wythes of the masonry.
The courses of the veneer of the buttresses does not
interlock with that of the Tower or with that of the building
gable end. The result is that the buttress veneer wythes are
effectively independent of the other structures, except for
whatever connectivity can be realized through the integrity
of the vertical, abutting mortar joints, and friction with the
rubble‐stone masonry back‐up. It is not known at the time
of this review whether the rubble‐stone core masonry is
integrated into the Tower and building back‐up structural
masonry at the common junctions.



The cast stone gablets capping each tier of the buttresses
are built‐up using cast‐stone units in three courses, typically.
The gablets act as roofs to the several tiers of each buttress.
This construction results in numerous mortar joints, both
horizontal and vertical, in an element that is particularly
exposed to rain, snow, and temperature extremes of
weather. It was noted that nearly all of the buttresses of
the Tower are experiencing cracking, predominantly
vertical, which run from top to bottom. Typically, the cracks
occur in the end face of each buttress, and at the re‐entrant
corners of the junction with the building or an adjacent
buttress. The formation of the cracks is somewhat
independent of the configuration of the mortar joints in the
buttresses, and the condition causing the cracking is severe
enough that not only are cracks appearing in the concrete
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units of cast‐stone, but cracks also have split through solid
granite pieces of the stone masonry veneer. The
propagation of these cracks is linked to the weathering and
degradation of the cap gablets. In some cases, the cracks
have been present for many years, and have been mortared
into permanence during repointing and other maintenance
efforts intended to restore the masonry joints and building
envelope integrity. This has resulted in widening of joints
over the years, and a creeping displacement of the veneer
away from the back‐up masonry that supports it. The effect
can be seen in the presence of unusually wide mortar joints,
mis‐alignments of both cast‐stone elements and granite
masonry panels, and an apparent leaning eccentricity to
certain of the buttresses and decorative rooftop pinnacles.
This damage has also been noted in buttresses of the
Sanctuary building side walls and the newer, Chapel addition
entry and façade buttresses. While these areas are outside
the scope of this review, future investigation into these is
strongly recommended.


Visual inspection reveals that cap gablets of the buttresses
are experiencing weathering damage, the result of thermal
expansion and contraction of the concrete material due to
wide, seasonal temperature changes, combined with
moisture absorption and water intrusion through cracks in
the mortar and the cast‐stone pieces themselves. Ice lensing
behind the veneer also contributes to the damage by
dislocating the masonry pieces. A general absence of any
sort of flashings at the bases of the gablets and pinnacles
allows infiltrating water to flow down the length of the
buttresses, both inside, behind the veneer, and outside,
down stone faces and into mortar joint cracks.



Based on the available information at the time of this review,
it is believed that the structural rubble‐stone masonry of the
back‐up wythe has not yet been extensively, or significantly
damaged by the continuing infiltration of moisture through
the failing masonry veneer and building weather‐proofing
envelope. Future investigations will be required to verify this
supposition. The veneer wythe, on the other hand, has
suffered sufficient damage that there is danger of pieces of
the exterior stone masonry and cast‐stone detail elements
coming away from the building and falling to the ground
below. This is a grave danger to both people and property.
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It is recommended that the exterior veneer system of
the tower be fully rehabilitated in accordance with the
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for preservation
and rehabilitation. See Appendix.



Details for the anchorage of the veneer and decorative
elements as well as for development of a complete
weather‐tight building envelope for the Tower are not
part of this review, but they will be determined as part
of the construction document phase, to follow.



Selective repair of the rubble‐stone masonry structural
wythe may be necessary, based upon the conditions
encountered in the field.
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G. Entry Portico


The main entry portico consists of a single‐story, shallow, open
vestibule with a gothic‐arched opening on its west face. On
each of the two, western, exterior corners there is a single‐
tiered buttress oriented at 45 degrees to the façade. The two
buttresses terminate at the arch level with gablets, and extend
above the roof parapet level with cast‐stone pinnacles, similar
to those of the Tower. Over the arched doorway, the portico
roof is guarded by a crenellated parapet. The construction of
the Portico is of cast‐stone and granite exterior finish veneer
encasing a rubble‐stone structural back‐up wall. Unlike the
Church and Tower, the walls of the Portico have a cast‐stone
veneer finish, except for the base of the exterior walls, which
have a granite‐stone veneer from the ground up to a cast‐
stone watertable detail. Floor finishes for the Portico interior
are of granite block stone paving.



The condition of the exterior veneer of the Portico is poor,
with extensive cracking noted in the cast‐stone buttresses,
particularly. There has been on‐going infiltration of moisture
through the flashings of the portico roof above and by
absorption through the concrete of the cast‐stone, and this
has weathered and cracked the cast‐stone veneer pieces,
some of which are large. Some of the veneer blocks on both
the exterior inner side have been displaced due to both frost
and the differential thermal expansion and contraction of the
concrete materials compared to the stone masonry.
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It does not appear that there has been damage to the rubble‐
stone structural wall by differential settlements, but there
may be loss of mortar between the stones due the intrusion
of moisture through the wall.



The roof of the Portico is probably constructed of sawn‐
lumber joist framing topped by a wood planked decking,
supported by the rubble‐stone masonry walls. There is a
rubber‐membrane type roof of recent origin. A t the start of
this review, it was found that the flashing at the interface with
the Tower wall was failing, so a repair was made at that time.
The ceiling of the Portico is finished with a cast‐stone arched
vaulting. There was no access to view the existing structure at
the time of the site visits, so verification of the condition of the
roof structure, decking, and its supports should be included in
future plans for the rehabilitation of the Portico.
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 It is recommended that the wall veneer of the Portico be
rehabilitated in its entirety, inside and out, and any
necessary repairs to the interior rubble‐stone structural
walls made at the time of the rehabilitation. The
rehabilitation should be performed in accordance with the
recommendations of the Secretary of the Interior’s
Standards for preservation and rehabilitation. See
Appendix.
H. Lateral Force Resistance System



The Lateral Force Resistance System for this building is the
Stone‐masonry exterior walls, which resist lateral loads by
shear and mass. Some diaphragm action is realized from
the decking planes of the wood framed Roof and floors.
The Tower also relies on the stone masonry walls for its
primary support against lateral loads, with additional
ductility being offered by the steel armature framing that
was installed in 2001. There is no other, dedicated lateral
force resisting system provided in the structure. There is
also some contribution from partial diaphragm action by
the roof and floor sheathing planes.

 No modifications to the existing LFRS are recommended.
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Because this is an existing structure, the applicable building code for the evaluation of future
work for this building will be the ICC “International Existing Building Code” (IEBC), a corollary to
the IBC code.



As long as there are no modifications or additions to the existing structure that would increase
the level of stress applied to any structural component by a magnitude greater than 5%, it is
permissible to make repairs or replacements‐in‐kind to the existing structure without performing
a full structural review and, if necessary, upgrade or reinforcement of the existing structure.
 Since the structure as a whole has a history of successfully resisting the imposed snow
loads and occupancy live loads, and because these loads do not appear to have caused
damage to the structure such that significant repair would be necessary, it is
recommended that it is unnecessary to upgrade the existing, original structure to meet
current Code requirements, and so no changes to the structure need be made generally,
in accordance with the allowances and exceptions permitted by the IEBC. Rehabilitation
of the granite and cast‐stone architectural masonry, the building’s weatherproofing
envelope, and any repairs to the structural components of the Tower as deemed
necessary during the performance of the rehabilitation work, is recommended.
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3.2

Envelope Exterior Walls

A.

Exterior Wall Construction
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The exterior masonry walls are constructed of mortared rubble stone, with a granite
facing and cast stone trim. Sections of the wall assemblies, present at various floor
levels in the tower, are illustrated on the Tower Floor Plans A 700 & A701.
Walls of the church sanctuary and tower are stone masonry. Plaster interior finishes
are applied to an expanded metal lath attached to wood furring on the interior faces
of the rubble stone. The depth from plaster finish to rubble stone is approximately
5”.
Thickness of the rubble stone wall core at the foundation (Undercroft) is
approximately 4’ thick and reduces on the upper portions of the tower to
approximately 3’ thick to Level 3, thinning to 2’ 4” thick above this level.
B.

Exterior finishes

Exterior Finishes include an adhered membrane roofing at the tower roof. This
extends up to cover the interior faces of the battlement parapet and out to the upper
faces of the merlins and crenel caps. (add roof replacement notes) A rubber
membrane roof exists on the small roof above the entrance. Some stone ballast is
present and may have once provided full coverage over the roof membrane.
Flashing on this tower roof merlin is copper and not fully adhered. A new base
flashing was added by Drake Masonry in January 2018 where one was found lacking.
C.

Exterior Masonry

The focus of this report is on the tower portion, where most of the masonry distress
was observed, but problems also exist on the exterior walls of the main church
building as well. Based on the observed repairs made over time, it appears that the
church has been having issues of water penetration and masonry cracking for
decades. The cast stone elements include; pinnacle caps, belt courses, window
tracery and trim, etc. This cast stone is approximately 4‐5” thick and features a ½ “ ‐
¾ “ thick (white) aggregate on the face, backed up with a gray stone aggregate. This
white aggregate finish was painted approximately 20 years ago in most locations.
This may have been well intended, but may have had the effect of trapping moisture
inside the cast stone. Water has penetrated through this roof perimeter in the past
and freeze/thaw has created movements in the cast stone adjacent to the entrance.
There are some details of the building that could have contributed, in various ways,
to water intrusion issues:
1.

Lack of physical integration or interlock of granite facing stone at interior
corners. Cracking and separation of buttress elements from the tower and
church building walls shows that the stones were actually cut back and
overlap a mere ½” ‐ 1”. This created a vulnerability to water intrusion,
especially at interior corner locations.
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2.

The buttress caps feature edge drip conditions between cast portions that
does not adequately shed water, but actually introduces water
horizontally into the caps and subsequently the buttress portions below.

3.

No base or head flashings are present at the buttress or pinnacle caps,
allowing water to again infiltrate the masonry of the buttresses below.

4.

Open belfry windows have permitted water intrusion, to this level and
below, since the church was originally built, in 1915. Wire mesh screens
installed currently have the effect of directing rain water to drain onto the
interior faces of the tower and potentially behind the cement parging.

5.

Complex cast stone shapes and perimeters make it difficult to maintain a
waterproof seal.

6.

Potential differences in thermal expansion and absorption between the
cast stone, rubble stone, and granite facing may have created separations
and cracking between these elements.

7.

No system is present within the wall to drain away water that may enter
behind the cast stone or granite facing.

8.

A newer (circa 2000) roof was installed above the original wood deck
which had a rubber membrane. The original wood roof deck and framing
is stained and decayed from years of water penetration. This contributed
to internal degradation and may explain why several inferior wood decks
were removed.

In addition to the masonry cracking and separation occurring at interior corners, many
tower buttresses exhibit a cracking through the granite facing stone, running vertically
up the buttress centers. This “zippering” crack begins at the buttress caps, as water
seeps farther down each winter and fractures the granite facing stone.
Areas exhibiting masonry distress are noted on drawings with referenced photos taken
in January 2018. (Refer to drawings A700 & A701)
As evidenced on most of the tower, wholesale mortar repointing of open and active
joints in both the cast stone and granite facing show joints in multiple locations that
have grown from ⅝” to 2” or so. These repoin ng eﬀorts have done li le to resolve
the underlying problems.
Cracking around the cast stone window trim quoins, labels and tracery is evident on
the interior and exterior of the tower. This cracking isolates them from the stone
facing and allows horizontal movement of the jamb pieces, occurring as the north
facing windows. Masonry conditions of the tower are noted on the Drawings.
 It is recommended that exterior masonry be rehabilitated as shown on
drawings A200 – A202, with details as noted on the Wall Section on the
following page. It is further recommended that the repointing and new
mortars match the original mortar composition and strength. Refer to NPS
Preservation Brief #2 on “Repointing Motar Joints in Historic Masonry
Buildings.”
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Exterior Appendages - Principal Entrance
The entrance Potico located at the base of the tower is constructed of cast stone
on a granite stone base. Water intrusion within the walls has caused extensive
cracking and movement. The original cast stone finish with white aggregate is
preserved adjacent to the front entry doors. A 3” dia. core section was taken
through this cast stone and indicated that thickness of the cast stone was
approximately 5”. The rubble stone surface behind the cast stone was moist from
water penetration.
The scupper for the entry roof and many adjacent cast stone pieces have moved
over time due to freeze/thaw. Spalling is also occurring where freezing internal
water continues to split off facing material.
Many of the vertical mortared joints in this section have grown from the original
⅝” width, to 1 ½” ‐ 2” wide; evidence of continued movement.
 It is recommended that the portico be rehabilitated as shown on drawings
A200‐A201.

3.3

Envelope Waterproofing

A.

Chronology of recent repairs/restoration:
1.

Shotcrete parge coat applied to the tower interior rubble and cast
stone faces from belfry level up approx. 1960’s

2.

Ballasted rubber roof above front entrance ~ 1990’s

3.

New tower roof above the original ~ 2000

4.

Painting of cast stone and wholesale repointing by Trumbull
Restoration ~ 2000

5.

Internal steel tower reinforcement added ~ 2001

6.

Masonry repointing to top tower pinnacles, waterproofing
(Omegaseal 333) applied to exterior tower stone by Alpha Omega
Masonry ~ 2016

7.

Crack monitors installed 2017

3.4

Envelope ‐ Roofing and Sheet Metal

A.

Roof Systems (See attached)
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Sheet Metal Flashing

Sheet metal flashings have been added to select zones of the building where
it probably didn’t originally exist to help mitigate further water intrusion.
A copper roof on the Sanctuary was installed approximately 20 years ago and
many of the flashing joints into the masonry appear to be done properly.
The flashing above the spiral stair roof are not step flashed into the masonry
and appear to rely on an applied surface sealant. This may be where water
intrusion has caused significant distress in interior plaster on the south choir
loft floor.
Certain select arched windows have received copper cap flashings which
terminate at the label stops. These appear to have been set into the
horizontal joints above the hood moulding in an attempt to reduce water
intrusion and cracking that was occurring. These widow trim perimeter cracks
appear to be a condition that presented itself some time back.


It is recommended that stepped LCC flashings be installed above and below
new cast stone on buttress of pinnacle caps, similar to the attached Wall
Section page 24.

C.

Perimeter Foundation Drainage

It is not expected that a perimeter foundation drainage system was installed
or that the lack of it presents any issues currently observed at the church.
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3.6

Interior Finishes

A.

Wall and Ceiling Finishes
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The existing walls and ceiling of the church are example of a well articulate
high quality plaster finish. Vaulted ribs at the ceiling and scored plaster walls
replicating cut stone.
Interior plaster wall finishes in the interior spaces of the tower have been
distressed to varying degrees from the water intrusion problems.
The multi‐coated plaster was installed on an expanded metal lath fixed to
wood furring on the rubble stone walls where we had opportunities to
investigate openings through the plaster. The metal lath was found to be
rusted and corroded and may warrant further investigation throughout the
church.


It is recommended that after the tower water intrusion issues have been
resolved that the interior plaster finishes be restored.
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Saint John's Episcopal Church

CD: Critical Deficiency (2018‐2019)
SD: Serious Deficiency (2020‐2023)
MD: Minor Deficiency (2024+)

234 French Street Bangor, ME

Prioritized Work Schedule
Recommended Improvements
3.1 STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS

Probable Cost

Deficiency Level

A. Foundations
1. Repoint existing stone masonry‐ (3) walls

$9,000

MD

2. Cement Parge coat‐ (3) walls

$5,000

MD

1. Prepar & Paint Existing Steel Frame

$7,500

SD

2. Remove and Replace Tower Roof‐ framing, decking

$3,600

SD

$22,500

CD

$4,500

CD

E. Tower Framing

F. Buttressess
1. Repoint, Repair structural masonry
H. Entry Portico
1. Repoint, Repair structural masonry
3.2 STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS SUBTOTAL:

$52,100

3.2 ENVELOPE‐EXTERIOR WALLS
A. Exterior Wall Construction
1. Belfry Window Panels

$7,560

CD

2. Chimney Rehabilitation

$1,600

MD

$5,170

SD

$810,750

CD

$228,475

CD

B. Exterior Finishes
1. Water Repellant (Concurrent with 3.3.C & 3.3.D)
C. Exterior Masonry
1. Rehabilitate Tower masonry
D. Exterior Appendages
1. Rehabilitate Portico masonry
3.3 ENVELOPE‐EXTERIOR WALLS SUBTOTAL:

$1,053,555

3.3 & 3.4 ENVELOPE‐ROOFING & WATERPROOFING
A. Roofing Systems
1. Tower & Portico Roofs (EPDM)

$12,460

CD

$16,000

CD

B. Sheet Metal Flashing
1. New LCC Flashings (Concurrent with 3.3.C & 3.3.D)
3.4 ENVELOPE‐ROOFING & WP SUBTOTAL:

$28,460

3.5 INTERIOR FINISHES
A. Wall Finish Materials

$2,500

MD

B. Ceiling Finish Materials

$1,250

MD

3.6 INTERIOR FINISHES SUBOTAL:
REHABILITATION TOTAL:

$3,750
$1,137,865

Professional Services (A/E)
A. Construction Documents

$56,893

B. Construction Administration

$28,447
A/E SERVICES SUBTOTAL:

$85,340

APPROXIMATE
TOTAL:

$1,223,205
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Appendices:
A. Standards for Rehabilitation
Secretary's Standards for Rehabilitation

from: www.nps.gov/tps/standards/rehabilitation.htm

The Standards apply to historic buildings of all periods, styles, types, materials, and sizes. They apply to both the exterior
and the interior of historic buildings. The Standards also encompass related landscape features and the building’s site
and environment as well as attached, adjacent, or related new construction.
1. A property shall be used for its historic purpose or be placed in a new use that requires minimal change to the
defining characteristics of the building and its site and environment.
2. The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The removal of historic materials or
alteration of features and spaces that characterize a property shall be avoided.
3. Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. Changes that create a false
sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features or architectural elements from other
buildings, shall not be undertaken.
4. Most properties change over time; those changes that have acquired historic significance in their own right shall
be retained and preserved.
5. Distinctive features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship that characterize a
historic property shall be preserved.
6. Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity of deterioration requires
replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature shall match the old in design, color, texture, and other visual
qualities and, where possible, materials. Replacement of missing features shall be substantiated by documentary,
physical, or pictorial evidence.
7. Chemical or physical treatments, such as sandblasting, that cause damage to historic materials shall not be used.
The surface cleaning of structures, if appropriate, shall be undertaken using the gentlest means possible.
8. Significant archeological resources affected by a project shall be protected and preserved. If such resources must
be disturbed, mitigation measures shall be undertaken.
9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy historic materials that
characterize the property. The new work shall be differentiated from the old and shall be compatible with the
massing, size, scale, and architectural features to protect the historic integrity of the property and its
environment.
10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken in such a manner that if removed
in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its environment would be unimpaired.
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